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Abstract— Infrastructure monitoring applications can require
the tracking of slowly moving points of a certain structure.
Given a certain point from a structure to be monitored, in the
context of available SAR products where the image is already
focused in a slant range - azimuth grid, it is not obvious if
this point is the scattering center, if it is in layover or if it is
visible from the respective orbit. This paper proposes a refocusing
procedure of SAR images on a set of measured points among
with a 4D tomography based scattering center detection. The
refocusing procedure consists of an azimuth defocusing followed
by a modified back-projection on the given set of points. The
presence of a scattering center at the given positions is detected
by computing the local elevation-velocity plane for each point and
testing if the main response is at zero elevation. The refocusing
and scattering center detection algorithm is validated on real
data acquired with the TerraSAR-X satellite during March-June
2012. The mean displacement velocities of the detected scatterers
show good agreement with the in-situ measurements.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In infrastructure monitoring, it can be often necessary to
track the slow displacements of certain points of a given structure (building, water dam, landslide, etc.). This can be done
using current spaceborne civil sensors, such as TerraSAR-X
and TanDEM-X provided their short wavelength of 3.1 cm,
the short revisit time of 11 days and especially the 1 m
resolution in spotlight mode [1], [2]. Still, given a certain
infrastructure element, from one acquisition geometry only
one side of the structure can be observed. Due to typical
side-look effects (layover ambiguities, multi-path scattering
effects or shadowing) it is not always clear from what points
does the main response return, where is their scattering center
positioned, which of them are visible from the respective orbit
and consequently which of them can be accurately monitored.
If the coordinates of a number of points from the structure
are known with at least centimeter accuracy (measured with
GPS or LIDAR techniques) their response (if there is any)
could be determined if the raw data were focused on a 3dimensional grid containing precisely these points. However,
in most cases in the delivered products the SAR images are
already focused on a slant range-azimuth grid which is not
related to any specific scatterer.
Since the availability and processing of spaceborne raw
SAR data is not very convenient, this paper proposes a method
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for refocusing the SAR data on a given grid containing the
points of a structure that needs to be monitored. Moreover,
a techinque to identify the real scatterers from the given
grid (which provide the main response and are not faded
by layover) in a stack of refocused images is developed in
the context of differential tomography [3], [4], [5]. This is
obtained by exploiting the fact that each refocused scattering
center will be at zero elevation in the local elevation-velocity
(EV) plane.
To achieve an accuracy of the grid focusing in the centimeter range a set of corrections are necessary regarding
the atmospheric delays (for X-band the tropospheric delay
can introduce a range error of around 3 m, while the ionospheric delay is non-significant) and different offsets of the
sensors (as described in [6] for TerraSAR-X products). An
advantage of the refocusing approach on a specific grid is
that no shifting or resampling (as part of the coregistration
process) are needed because the samples get automatically
aligned by refocusing each image on the same grid and the
interferometric phase can be obtained as the phase difference
of corresponding points. Furthermore, in comparison with
the classical coregistered inteferograms, a highly reflective
scatterer with known coordinates that needs to be tracked
(a mounted corner reflector for instance) cannot have an
inconvenient off-grid position for processing in the SAR image
(e.g.: to be at the edge of 4 neighboring pixels), it will always
be placed in the center of the resolution cell on the new grid
and its relative displacements will be accurately measured. The
off-grid reflectors problem was also addressed in [7] where
an algorithm for finding the reflectivity center is proposed.
However, in the case of refocusing on a given grid, the purpose
is to test if the scattering center is at the specified position
(known with centimeter accuracy).
The refocusing technique is investigated with a set of images
acquired by the TerraSAR-X satellite over the Puylaurent dam
in France between March-June 2012.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the refocusing algorithm and is divided in two parts.
The azimuth defocusing is discussed first. Then, the refocusing
on a given grid and the scattering center detection is described.
Section III shows the results of the refocusing procedure
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applied to TerraSAR-X data. Finally, the conclusions are stated
in Section IV.
II. REFOCUSING ALGORITHM AND SCATTERING
CENTER DETECTION
The refocusing algorithm consists of two steps: a defocusing
in azimuth of the initial SAR image and a modified backprojection algorithm which focuses the data on the given grid.
The block diagram of the procedure is shown in Fig. 1 and
all the operations are described according to the flow on the
processing chain. After the image is refocused, the scattering
centers are detected using the differential tomography framework.
A. AZIMUTH DEFOCUSING
The defocusing procedure is actually based on a reversed
version of the Spectral Analysis (SPECAN) processing used
for azimuth focusing [8], [9]. This approach is possible because the azimuth scaling consists only of Fourier transforms
and complex multiplications which are reversible. The first
operation is to select from the initial image the slant rangeazimuth region containing the target. Because the range compression is not modified during the processing, the selected
region can be cropped in range in order to reduce the computation time.
In the case of spotlight SAR images the azimuth sampling
frequency is larger then the raw data pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) in order to cover the complete spotlight bandwidth. In
the defocusing procedure the sampling frequency is the one
of the SAR image, so the subaperture approach used for realtime focusing [10] doesn’t need to be employed. Therefore
the subaperture recombination from the focusing algorithm in
[9] can be skipped (it was necessary only to keep the PRF
at the value from the raw data acquisition just until the final
azimuth Fourier transform). An advantage of processing the
entire aperture is that the Doppler centroid will have a very
small value which minimizes the azimuth time shifts caused
by the azimuth scaling.
The focused bidimensional signal for N scatterers (equal
to the number of pixels of the cropped SAR image) can be
written as:
sf (t, τ ) =

N
X

Ai exp(−j2πfc τ )sinc [πBr (τ − τi )]

i=1

(1)

× sinc [πBaz (t − ti )] ,

where t is the azimuth (slow) time axis, τ is the slant range
(fast) time axis, Baz is the total azimuth bandwidth, Br
is the range chirp bandwidth, fc is the central frequency
and Ai , ti , τi represent respectively the complex amplitude,
the zero Doppler azimuth time and the slant range delay at
closest approach for the scatterer i. For simplicity, rectangular
windows for both range and azimuth data are assumed, hence
the sinc functions in (1). In the SPECAN processing each
zero Doppler azimuth time from the focused image is actually
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linked to an azimuth frequency fa by the scaling Doppler rate
ka,scl :
fa
(2)
t=−
ka,scl
and the image can be regarded as a function of azimuth
frequency and fast time:

 X
N
fa
s (fa , τ ) = sf −
,τ =
Ai exp(−j2πfc τ )
ka,scl
i=1
(3)


Baz
× sinc [πBr (τ − τi )] sinc π
(fa + ka,scl ti ) .
ka,scl
The first multiplication in the processing is made for phase
preserving given the subsequent processing steps and is described by a quadratic phase term:


fa 2
(4)
Hqu (fa ) = exp jπ
.
ka,scl
Next an azimuth inverse Fourier transform is applied and leads
to a bi-dimensional signal in the azimuth-fast time domain
(computed analytically in a similar fashion as in [11] for the
residual video phase removal):
s1 (t, τ ) = C1

N
X

Ai exp(−j2πfc τ )sinc [πBr (τ − τi )]

(5)


ka,scl
2
×rect
(t − ti ) exp jπka,scl (−2ti t + ti ) .
Baz
i=1



By chirping s1 (t, τ ) with the function

Hchirp = exp jπka,scl t2



(6)

the resulting signal becomes a sum of chirp functions in azimuth having the zero frequency points at the closest approach
azimuth times of each target:
s1,chirp (t, τ ) = C1

N
X

Ai exp(−j2πfc τ )sinc [πBr (τ − τi )]

i=1






ka,scl
× rect
(t − ti ) exp jπka,scl (t − ti )2 .
Baz

(7)

Given the support of the rectangular window in (7) and that for
a SAR image with azimuth extent tscene the closest approach
azimuth times can vary between −tscene /2 and tscene /2 the
azimuth support should respect the condition
Baz
.
(8)
Taz ≥ tscene +
|ka,scl |
Taking into account (2) and that the azimuth sampling frequency Fs is fixed (the equivalent PRF) the scaling Doppler
rate should be chosen such that
Fs − Baz
|ka,scl | ≤
(9)
tscene
and the corresponding number of azimuth points (obtained by
zero padding the initial data) is


Fs 2
Naz =
.
(10)
|ka,scl |
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the refocusing algorithm and qualitative representation of the real part of certain intermediate signals in the case of a single scatterer.
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Because Naz has to be an integer (and eventually a power of
2) the scaling Doppler rate can be recomputed after the proper
number of points is chosen.
In the next step an azimuth Fourier transform is applied to
the signal in (7) using the principle of stationary phase (PSP)
[11], [12]. The PSP can be applied because the signal is a
sum of chirp functions each of which having one stationary
point of the phase at the zero-frequency azimuth time ti .
Moreover, each stationary point is non-degenerate because
ka,scl is nonzero. The result is written as:
s2 (fa , τ ) = C2

N
X

Ai exp(−j2πfc τ )sinc [πBr (τ − τi )]

i=1

× rect






fa
fa 2
exp −jπ
exp(−j2πfa ti ).
Baz
ka,scl

(11)

The signal in (11) is multiplied with a complex conjugated
version of the azimuth scaling function [9] expressed as
∗
HAS
(fa , τ )


fa 2
= exp jπ
ka,scl
s


1−



fa λ
2v0

2



(12)

− 1  ,

where λ is the wavelength at central frequency and v0 is
the zero Doppler azimuth velocity. This operation converts
the chirp’s quadratic phase to the original range dependent
(through the fast time τ ) hyperbolic phase history. The signal
takes the form:
s2,hyp (fa , τ ) = C2

N
X


s



2
fa
f
λ
a
× rect
exp −j2πfc τ  1 −
− 1
Baz
2v0
(13)

The last step is an azimuth inverse Fourier transform computed
for each term of the sum in (13) using the Fourier transform
pair in [13]. After this transform the azimuth defocused bidimensional signal has the form:




2πBr
(r0 − r0,i )
c
i=1



 (14)
t − ti
4π p 2
2
× rect
exp −j
r0 + [v0 (t − ti )] ,
Tap
λ
Ai sinc

where c is the speed of light and Tap is the equivalent synthetic
aperture (illumination) time [1]. In (14) each fast time τ
was written as 2r0 /c, where r0 is the corresponding closest
approach distance.
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(16)

The response of this target is computed using a time-domain
back-projection algorithm (matched filtering based technique)
[16], [17], [18], [19] modified for data with no range cell
migration having the phase history of a point target on a single
column of the matrix sd [m, n]. Hence, the target response is
computed as
M+
X

m=M−

× exp(−j2πfa ti ).

sd (t, r0 ) = C

r0,k = k(~
ra,0 − ~
rk ) − [(~
ra,0 − ~
rk ) · u
~] u
~ k.

g(~
rk ) =



(15)

where ~
ra,0 is the APC position vector at t = 0. For a given
target having the position vector ~
rk , the closest approach
distance to the synthetic aperture is given by

Ai exp(−j2πfc τ )sinc [πBr (τ − τi )]

i=1

N
X

Notice that the signal in (14) has the natural hyperbolic
phase history for each target and is not affected by range
migration. The discrete azimuth defocused signal can be
written as sd [m, n] = sd (mδt, nδr), where δt = F1s is the
azimuth time spacing and δr the range spacing. Seen as a
matrix, sd [m, n] has on each column the phase history for a
certain closest approach slant range and each line contains a
range profile.
The grid focusing procedure starts by extracting the annotated orbit data [14]. The envisaged geometry is shown in Fig.
2(a). The unit vector u
~ of the azimuth direction is computed
as the normalized velocity vector of the satellite at the azimuth
time of the image center. For an azimuth resolution larger than
1 m the straight line trajectory approximation is satisfactory
(the curved orbit correction is needed only for staring spotlight
mode [15]). The position of the satellite’s antenna phase center
(APC) at a given azimuth time t can be written as:
~
ra (t) = ~
ra,0 + v0 t~
u,



× exp −j2πfc τ 

B. GRID FOCUSING AND SCATTERING CENTER DETECTION



4πfc
sd (mδt, r0,k ) exp j
k~
ra (mδt) − ~
rk k ,
c

(17)

where M− and M+ are the limits corresponding to the total
illumination duration of the respective scene (composed from
the scene duration tscene and the equivalent synthetic aperture
time Tap ). If the scene center has the azimuth time t0 , the
summation limits are
 

tscene
Tap
M± = Fs t 0 ±
±
.
(18)
2
2
Notice that r0,k in (17) is not necessarily on the range grid
(is not written as nδr) and hence the value of sd (mδt, r0,k )
is interpolated in the algorithm from the matrix sd [m, n]. The
refocusing is implemented by applying (17) to each point from
the given set.
For two refocused images, the stable scatterers could be
detected by classical coherence evaluation on a vicinity of
each refocused point. However, in order to determine if the
reflecting scattering center is actually at the given point an
approach based on a series of acquisitions is needed in order
to compute an elevation aperture. Considering the 4D SAR
imaging model in [3] for each scatterer from the given grid
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2b⊥,n
2Tn
s+
v
dsdv,
γ(s, v) exp j2π
λr0,k
λ
δv
(19)

where γ(s, v) is the reflectivity function, b⊥,n is the orthogonal
baseline computed for target k (perpendicular to ~
r0,k ) relative
to the first acquisition, Tn is the acquisition time and v is
the line of sight (LOS) displacement velocity. By changing
the geometrical EV configuration for each refocused target,
its position on the elevation axis is at s = 0 and any other
scatterer situated in layover will be at another distance as
presented in Fig. 2(b). Therefore the coherent scatterers from
the set of targets which have the real scattering center at the
given position and are not affected by layover are the ones that
have only one significant peak of the power spectral density
(PSD) in the EV plane at zero elevation clearly separated from
other eventual local peaks corresponding to layover targets.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed refocusing procedure was tested on a set of
high-resolution spotlight images acquired with the TerraSARX satellite over the Puylaurent dam in France between MarchJune 2012. Due to the doppler centroid variation of spotlight images a few preprocessing steps described in [1] are
necessary before defocusing. Also, in order to achieve an
accuracy of the grid focusing in the centimeter level the
distances computed in (15) and (16) have to be corrected
with the annotated range and azimuth corrections (atmospheric
shift and azimuth timing offset) [14]. The application of the
refocusing procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3 for two different
grid types: a rectangular grid and an irregular one. The
rectangular grid is an uniformly spaced grid (0.5m x 0.5m)
aligned with the local latitude/longitude axis and situated at the
height of the dam’s ridge. The irregular grid consists of a set
of differential GPS measured points on the water dam’s ridge.
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Fig. 4. Normalized PSD in the EV plane for a refocused point having one
dominant scatterer.
TABLE I
M EAN D ISPLACEMENT V ELOCITY M EASUREMENTS

Fig. 2. (a) Refocusing geometry for a target with a known on-grid position
~
rk . (b) Layover detection geometry based on zero elevation for on-grid
targets.

(on-grid target situated at ~
rk ) the received signal in the n-th
acquisition is written as:

−2

Velocity (mm / 11 days)

Estimated
(mm / 11 days)

In-situ
(mm / 11 days)

Central point

0.60

0.68

Lateral point

0.35

0.33

Fig. 3(a) shows an image acquired by the TerraSAR-X satellite
on the descending orbit on 11 March 2012. The refocused
image on the rectangular grid is shown in Fig. 3(b) overlaid
by the set of GPS measured points. Fig. 3(c) shows the same
refocused image among with the detected scattering centers
from the given set of points (the superimposed red points).
For each refocused point an additional phase difference was
applied using as reference a stable point situated at the dam’s
edge to compensate any residual propagation effects.
The PSD for each point was computed on a set of 8 images
using adaptive beamforming [5]. The covariance matrix was
estimated for a given point among with 3 neighboring pixels
from the refocused image on the rectangular grid. A typical
normalized PSD obtained in the EV plane for one given point
in the presence of only one dominant scatterer is shown in Fig.
4. Notice that the main lobe is situated around zero elevation
and is not dispersed on the velocity axis. Table I shows a
comparison between the estimated and in-situ measured mean
displacement velocities in LOS for two detected scattering
centers situated in different regions of the dam where in-situ
displacement data were available. An error below 0.1 mm /
11 days (the satellite’s revisit time) is plausible for a signal to
noise ratio of around 15 dB (taking the power level in water
as noise floor) and small data set (8 tracks).
IV. C ONCLUSION
A refocusing algorithm for SAR images on a given grid
was presented along with a differential tomography based
scattering center detection procedure. The efficiency of the
proposed method was tested on real data acquired with the
TerraSAR-X satellite. In future work, the time series for the
detected scattering points will be determined starting from the
presented framework.
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Fig. 3. The Puylaurent dam. (a) High-Resolution Spotlight TerraSAR-X SAR image acquired on 11 March 2012. (b) Refocused TerraSAR-X image on the
rectangular grid overlaid by the set of GPS measured points on the ridge of the dam. (c) The refocused TerraSAR-X image on the rectangular grid among
with the detected scattering centers from the refocused measured points on the dam’s ridge (the superimposed red points).
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